Seminal work in the field of quantum programming was done at the turn of the century but these investigations were often restricted to theoretical studies and toy programming languages [4, 5] . One reason for these limitations was the lack of enthusiasm from the broader quantum computing community. The experimental hurdles that separated us from quantum computers were so vast that the questions related to the programming of such hypothetical machines appeared irrelevant. The great experimental progress of the last few years, which recently culminated in small, but universal, quantum computers [3] , has inverted this trend. While existing quantum devices remain limited in size, they hold a promise of scalability which warrants giving quantum programming a second thought.
which can result in very efficient implementations of quantum algorithms. Finally, the ProjectQ compilation framework is compatible with a variety of backends: circuit viewers, resource counters, simulators, and even IBM's quantum computer. ProjectQ is therefore a complete programming environment for quantum computing; one in which it is possible to express, optimize, test, and run quantum algorithms. As such, it represents an important contribution to the field of practical quantum computing.
